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See Chapter 10 for more on the Photoshop interface. Applying a layer style You can apply a style to a layer, which makes it look like another layer. Styles give you the advantage of creating a layer effect that blends into other layers by using an object such as an image or character.
You can either select a style file from your hard drive or purchase one online. In addition to using styles, you can change the layer's layer mask (which contains a layer of black and white) to make a blurred effect similar to the watermark that often accompanies a printed photo.
Creating custom brushes The custom brushes function allows you to create a specific brush style for the purposes of adjusting an image. Using custom brushes and layer masks, you can simulate painting with oil on canvas or create a trendy-looking image by applying brushes to
your new layer. Many of the most popular images today have been edited using Photoshop. The fast image-editing tools make images look very realistic and shareable. The following sections contain step-by-step information on creating the most basic image and shape types,
including the Blob, Ellipse, Rectangle, Line, Polygon, and Text tools. Blob, Ellipse, Rectangle, Line, Polygon, and Text tools The Blob tool is used to create simple shapes such as the font example shown in Figure 4-10. **Figure 4-10:** The Blob tool makes it easy to create basic
shapes. The Ellipse tool creates a perfect circle or oval, as shown in Figure 4-11. **Figure 4-11:** The Ellipse tool makes it easy to create a perfect circle or oval. The Rectangle tool, shown in Figure 4-12, is quite flexible and is the workhorse tool for most image editing. With it, you
can shape any area to make it perfectly fit your photo. **Figure 4-12:** The Rectangle tool is the workhorse tool for editing images. The Line tool, shown in Figure 4-13, allows you to draw a straight line. It's used for more than just straight lines, however, as you'll see in the
upcoming sections. **Figure 4-13:** The Line tool allows you to draw any kind of line that you desire. The Polygon tool, shown in Figure 4-14, allows
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Did you know? Adobe Photoshop Elements is one of the most used photo editing software around the world. This article explains how to open, edit and save photos using Adobe Photoshop Elements. Best Photoshop Elements Tutorials If you want to learn how to edit images using
Photoshop, or you need a simple solution for your Mac, learning Photoshop Elements is the best way to go. In this article, we’ll be going over the basics of Photoshop Elements, including how to import images, manipulate them, create and edit graphics, how to export them and how
to save them. Learn Photoshop Elements Step by Step We have created a step by step complete beginner’s Photoshop Elements tutorial, which will allow you to learn Photoshop Elements from the basics, it will guide you through the most important features that you will come across
when using this photo editing program. In the beginning, we will also show you how to use Photoshop Elements and how to edit your photos using this program, which can help you learn Photoshop Elements. This guide will cover: Importing and opening images Importing and
opening images Working with layers Working with layers Manipulating images Manipulating images Creating graphics Creating graphics Using layers Using layers Saving photos Saving photos Working with photos Working with photos Knowing when and when not to use Photoshop
Elements Knowing when and when not to use Photoshop Elements Working with videos Working with videos Opening and saving files Opening and saving files Using the effects in Elements Using the effects in Elements Using the selection tool Using the selection tool Adding borders
Adding borders Creating menus Creating menus Focusing Focusing Cropping images Cropping images Exploring filters Exploring filters Using the pen tool Using the pen tool Crop photos Crop photos Adjusting the brightness and contrast Adjusting the brightness and contrast Making
images transparent Making images transparent Saving files Saving files Using the undo button Using the undo button Using the redo button Using the redo button Importing images from Flickr 1. Importing and opening images Step 1: Select the Import Files option If you want to
import images from the file system, you have to go to File > Import. If you want to import from a folder or a website, go to File > Import > 388ed7b0c7
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Q: How to get all the related data from 1 object? In Django I want to get all the object from class Product(models.Model): id = models.AutoField(primary_key=True) content = models.CharField(max_length=200) def __str__(self): return self.content In view I have something like this
@detail_view def product_detail(request, product_id, pk=None): Product = get_object_or_404(Product, pk=pk) context = {'product': Product} return render(request, 'product_detail.html', context) I want to get the category objects from this product model and want to display the
categories inside the product detail page. How can I achieve that? A: First of all, the current approach is wrong. The Product instance doesn't point to just one single category. It points to several. This is what the get_category() method does. So you'll need to construct the Product
object first and then collect all the categories within the object. This is simple: from django.utils.html import format_html category_list = Product.objects.filter(pk=123).values_list('pk', flat=True).distinct() Then you could build the content in the template: {% for category in
category_list %} {{ category }} {% endfor %} If you really want to process the categories within the Product instance, then you'd have to pass all of that down to your template. It would look something like this: def product_detail(request, product_id, pk=None): Product =
get_object_or_404(Product, pk=pk) category_list = Product.objects.filter(pk=product_id).values_list('pk', flat=True).distinct() context = {'product': Product, 'category_list': category_list}
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System Requirements:
OS: Windows XP or later Processor: 1GHz Memory: 1024MB Graphics: DirectX 9.0 compatible video card DirectX: Version 9.0 Hard Disk Space: 1.1GB Network: Broadband Internet connection required There are two player local multiplayer modes that will work with up to 4 players:
Rendezvous mode - Players are on a grid. When the race starts the first player to press "Start" starts the race. The others can go at their own pace. Ass
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